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(JName Change
By Nelson Johnson

By Carla C. Conde
"Not only is higher education in the
midst of its most difficult economic
crisis since the great depression but a
series of disconnected and disconcerting
events have, in the keen-eyed view of
Princeton President Harold T. Shapiro,
eroded confidence in the vision, the integrity and the role of the nations universities','' according to Mel Elfin in
U.S. News and World Report.
Every college and university in the
nation has been affected in some way
or other. Stanford, for example, has
had " ... to slash even more deeply an
austere budget to make up for $18
million in federal funds it had expected
but will not get this year.''
What could be the cause? The economy nationwide has· taken its toll on
education. Universities and colleges like
public schools and other social service .
agencies have seen massive budget
cuts. Private colleges are seeing enrollment drop which affects income. In addition costs for college services are on
the rise. Power bills are up; cleaning
supplies are up, maintenance costs are
up, even extermination costs are up.
These days what seems to concern
the college presidents the most is their
balance sheet - '' ... college presidents
are cutting budgets,'' according to Elfin. The American Council on Education recently did a survey which
revealed that " ... almost two thirds of
all four-year public colleges were
forced to trim their budgets mid-way
through the past academic year. And
among these schools, nearly half were
also forced to raise their tuition."
Plus, almost a third of the schools who
participated in the ACE survey said
that they had " ... held off on expenditures on buildings and equipment."
Some schools find it necessary to
eliminate some student services and
even some sports. Yale for instance,
plans to eliminate water polo and wrestlin .
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CBR to LU
Financially
Positive

Lynn University
Freezes Tuition

By Jennifer Lucas

By Carla C. Conde

"People who live in Boca Raton
have watched our small two year college grow to become a four ~ear university and have strongly beheve~ . tn
us. If they continue to have a pos.tttve
outlook on what is now Lynn Untversity then it will continue to be successfull," said Mr. Gerald Carvill~.
Executive Vice President of Lynn University in a Pulse interview.
According to Carville, cha!lging the
name will produce many aova~tages.
Tuition for the fall of 1992 wtll not
increase. The intention is that this action will not only attract new students.
but also contribute to retaining the students who already attend LU. The student population is expected to increase
to 1800 in about two years. Mr. Carville believes th:at the name change will
strengthen the institutio~. '.'Although
the college is now at umverstty status.
it will remain a private school.'' Students at Lynn receive personal attention
and extra help when needed. That aspect is what ~akes .this _university reputable and wtth umverstty status, one
get the "best of both worl?s."
Carville added that he doesn t believe that the name change will bring
about any disadvantages to the university.

wo\lli

"Tuition at Lynn University will not
increase next year." said Mike
McCusker, an admissions counselor at
LU. McCusker said LU's decision is
based on the goal to retain and attract
as many students as possible.
LU has certainly not held ott on ex penditures on buildings. This year
alone, LU has seen the rise of a new
dormitory, and renovation in all dormitories. A new fitness center. which is
going to include racquetball . co~1rts and
indoor basketball courts. ts m tts early
planning stages.
As far as sports go. LU has seen
the beginning of new sports. rather
than the elimination of teams. Last
year the ice hockey team was added.
and this year it is the jai-alai team. In
addition LU hosted the Soccer Nationals in November.
In spite of the nationwide movement
of higher tuition and fewer services.
Lynn is committed to holding the line
on tuition.
Gerald Carville. Executive Vice President in charge of tinancial matter•
stated for the record "It has been decided that tuition will not increase lin
the 1992-1993 school year."

University. unnounced at the An Meeting on September 20. 14<JI.
the Board of trustCl'S voted unanimously to chang:· the ~chool ll<~Lie'
from College of Hlll· ;~ fht<Jil to L\ 11!1
University. He nted
· .le' gene rou '
past and continum.~ ~upp·ll· t PI the co l
lege and the Boca f~aton Clli11111Unlt~ 1,,
Eugene and Christine Lynn. !Jr. kos'
noted that the name change was an important step forward because it will allow for increased international focus on
the institution .
"This is a very special moment 111
the life of our young university for it
signals a transition from a smaller. re gional institution to a larger. more di versified organization with a broader
national and international focus . ·· Presi dent Ross said . "It is in the finest tradition of American hieher education to
select as a name for :111 institution that
of an indiv-idual or famil; who~e umtributions to the school and the UJI11 rnunity have been extraordinar\. · ·
Eugene and Christine Lynn. recip ients of the Outstanding PhilanthrPpi~t
A\\ard in 1991 by; the National Society
of Fund Raising Executive~. han' been
extremely generou~ to the Cit~ <ll Hl•Ca
Raton. President Ros~ noted that in ~~d 
dition to the colleee. the L \ nn~ h~l\ c
supported many cultural. mejical. edu cational. and civic organitations indud i n g t h e Y M C A ., B o c ~~
RaI o n
Community Hospital. Hmpice by the
Sea, Florida Atlantic Univer~it~. Re·ha ~
bilitation Center lor the Hand1capp1.'ll.
and The Florence Fuller Child Dnel
opment Center among other~. One· of
the first families of Boca Raton. the
Lynns have hccn instrumental in the
erowth and overall enrichment of the
Boca Raton community. said Pre~ident
Ross.
According to Jan Glill Lynn lilllversity Director of InstitLHional kcla tions. the strategic plan of the·
administration is to antuire buildm~~
and other accommodations necessan to
create a better learning environmelll- lor
the students.
~

Briefs
Lynn Building
Dedicated
On Sunday. October 20. 1991 a1
10:00 a .m. President and Mrs. Ross.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn, 150 invited
guests. the KOR and all the RA 's
gathered outside the main entrance of
the Ly.nn Residence and Fitness Center
to ded1catc the university's newest dormitory.

Security
"We prevent and protect because we
care:· is the Lynn University security
serv1ces motto. To better serve the
campus community, security has hired
seven full time, and eleven part time
officers, bringing the department to a
total of eighteen for the '91 ·· '92 academic year. Their ho1Irs arc Monday
through Friday 6 p.m. to 7 a.m . and
Saturdays and Sundays, 24 hours. Mike
McMurray, Head of Security. can be
reached at 994-0773.

STD Lecture
The freshman of Lynn University
were informed of the dangers of sexually transmitted diseases on October
30, 1991. The presentation was held in
the Lynn auditorium where Juan Valez
an AIDS counselor, and the school
nurse, Denise Felice spoke about the
seriousness of the AIDS virus. Students
"Yatched a video~ape that gave descriptiOns of each disease, how it can be
transmitted, the symptoms, preventions
and cures (when possible).

Nurse Predicts
Flu in February
Approximately 40 percent of the flu
cases treated by the nurse at Lynn
University last year occurred during
February. According to the nurse, the
students bring the germs from their
hometowns to the school during the
months of January and September, and
the infections kick in during the
months of February and October respectively. The transmission of germs
takes place when individuals share their
drinks, don't cover their mouth when
they cough, or ev.trll. wP,t;p they share
the telephone.

New Name
New Menu
. · The Collegetown Snack Bar is celebrating the new name, "Lynn University," by providing the Lynn Special
in the spring. This special includes a
daily lunch with a variety of salads
and yogurts priced around five dollars.
Mary Ann Truffa, head cook in Collegetown, is requesting student's suggestions. To leave suggestions or
request take-out call 994-0700, ext.
108.

Counseling
Center

A very special award was presented
by Saks Fifth A venue Department
Store. Town Center. Boca Raton.
Charla Grant and Erin O'Brien. both
employed at Saks. presented a
$1000.00 scholarship to Stephanie Elk.
The Student Counseling Resource a freshman Fashion Marketing major.
Center at Trinity Hall opened in Octo- for presenting an o.utstanding career
ber. The Center consists of literature. project.
pamphlets, books and videos in variou~
~reas . including substance abuse, rela:
Dr. and Mrs Donald Flichs attended
t10.nsh!ps, self-esteem, eating disorders. the convocatiOn to witness their
adJustmg to college life and stres~ da~gher. Michelle, a senior at LU, rem~nagement. Melinda Shoemaker is thE
ceive her President's Honor Society
Director of Counseling and is 1r award. The Flichs' were delighted to
~harge of this program.
able to watch their daughter. "This
1s a great advantage of a small university," said Dr. Fliehs. He and his wife
c.ommcnted that they would be less
l~kely to be involved at a large institutiOn.

?e

Lynn University
at New York
By Fernando Carazo

The Hospitality Division of Lynn
University has initiated a summer pro~ram for the summer 1992 in Old
Forge, New York. The_ program will
have a cost value equal to that of two
summer sessions at the Lynn campus.
The ''Old Forge Experience,'' as it is
called by the professors in charge, is
divided into three courses; Management
Project consists of 300 hours of work
in an approved hospitality operation
and is a 6 credit hour course. Hospitality Human Relations Seminar includes lectures, readings, role playing,
etc. and is also 6 credit hours. Hospitality Management Case Studies includes gathering case studies from
work experience and class presentation.
This course is 3 credit hours. Students .
interested in the Old· Forge Experience
should contact Professor Lynn DeVeau.

Honors
Convocation
By Jennifer Lucas

"It is a very special occasion when
students have achieved academic e\cel lence," said Dr. Jennifer Braaten. Vice
President of Academic Affairs. as she
welcomed a crowd of students. faculty.
parents. and guests to the Honors Convocation, which was held on October
30, 1991 at Lynn University.
One-hundred and fifty-four students
were awarded academic honors. Honors
students must have a minimum l!rade
point average of 3.25. Dr. Gregg ~Cox.
1990-1991 Outstanding Teacher. and
Mr. Linsley DeVeau, Chairman of the
Hospitality Division, announced these
students.
Twenty-four students were recognized
for the Honor Society. To achieve this,
ho~or students must maintain a grade
pomt average of 3.25 for two years.
Dr. James Miller, Chairman of the
Business Division. and Dr. Blaine
Kauffman, Chairman of Arts and Sciences, recognized these students.
Forty-six students were inducted into
the President's Honor Society. To
achieve this status, students must have
a grade point average of 3. 75 or
higher. Dr. Donald E . Ross. President
of Lynn University announced these
awards. "These students are the 'creme
de Ia creme' of Lynn University , " said
Dr. Ross.
This was the first honors convocation
which included continuing education
students. "It was so exciting to see the
turnout of continuing education students
for the first time," said Dr. Ross .
There seemed to be a larger number of
stud.ents receiving awards this ~ear and
Dr. ' Ross expressed · pl'easure 'at this
evidence of student

New Yearbook
For L.U.
By Jennifer Lockwood
. This 'year for the first time in ove 1
year.s students have joined togethe 1
to publish a yearbook. Approximatly
60 students and faculty advisors Dr.
Marsha Glines, Dr. Jennifer Braaten
and Mrs. Donna Sullivan have agreed
to support the publication of a yearbook. Student Leslie Kent is the main
force .behind this effort. With this help
K~nt . IS hopeful of publishing and distnbutmg the book by late March.
SIX

"I want the students to do something
for the school as well as themselves.
They need to get involved," said Kent.
So far no title has been given to the
book but suggestions are welcome. The
book will consist of all the classes,
fa~ulty a~d staff. T? raise funding for
this proJeCt, outside advertisements
might be needed.
''The yearbook will most likely be
decicated to the Lynns. not only for
our 1~ew. name, but because of years of
contnbut10ns and support " said Kent.
Students who would like to be a part
:>f the 91/92 yearbook should contact
Dr. Marsha Glines or Leslie Kent.

IBM Donates
Computers
By A. Jared Bucker
On October 15, 1991, Lynn University announced that IBM made a donation of eighty thousand dollars to the
computer department. The donation included twenty-four new IBM model
PS55 computers and an IBM model
PS95 that will act as a host computer.
The state-of-the-art equipment will be
a":ailable to . students and faculty. Labs
will be ava 1lable for teaching and the
IBM Learning Center will be established.
"The PS55's are multi-purpose systerns which include powerful ·word
processing," said Richard Bucker, a
computer contractor for IBM. These
computers will be configured in a network. The Novell network operating
system will serve as a means to control the computers.
Ms. Elizabeth Bates, Assistant Professor, said, ''These new systems are
expected to be up and running in January. Software such as Microsoft Windows, Lotus Works and other
application programs are to be accessible to faculty and students."
Through this grant the university , will ,
now be able to offer more classes in

de Hoerrile Hall
Donation
By Spirithoula Fotopoulos
On October 29, Lynn University
held a dedi.cation for the Adolph de
Ho~rnle Residence Hall. The dedication
honored Count and Countess Adolph de
Hoernle for their donation of $350 000
which will be used for renovating' the
hall. The de Hoernle' s also announced
a $2.5 million donation to finance a
31 ,000-square-foot gymnaisum. Construction will start in January 1992.
·Lyn~ University's planned gym, to
open m January 1993, will have a
great deal more than just a basketball
co~~· Th~ plans for the multipurpose
fac1hty, With seating for 2,500, show a
ballroom for college functions, a full
stage for concerts, and a large kitchen
for hotel management students. Included, too, will be racquet and handball courts, offices, and a conference
r??f!l• e~~r.cise rooms and laundry facihhes.
I ~ v~ry excited and proud
for the Umvers1ty. This addition adds
the opportunity for expanded athletic
and recreational activities for our student body,'' stated Dean of Students
John Huffe. Graduate Resident Direc~
tor, Todd Maxey said, "It's a major
tu.rnil!g point in the growth of the institutiOn."
The dedication was attended by community dignitaries including Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Lynn, Councilmam William Smith and many members of the
Board of Trustees including Mr. and
Mrs. Shubin, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
McCusker, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Landgren and Mrs. Helen Ross.
Several student groups including the
women's soccer team, men's baseball
team, KOR, and RAs were recognized
for . their contributions to the school.
Semor KOR member Cindy Cerqueira
was recognized for receiving the de
Hoernle scholarship.
Countess Adolph de Hoernle concluded her remarks by saying, "We
want to make this the best University
in the United States. The Count and
Countess said they derive pleasure
from being able to help wherever and
whenever they can and live by their
motto - "Give while you live, and
you'll know where it goes."

Lynn Marks
Alcohol
Awareness Week
By Caleb Kennedy

On Monday October 14, two speakers representing the Boca Raton Retreat
spoke in front of Lynn University
freshmen. It was the first day of Nationa! Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week. The objective in the speeches of
the retreat representatives was to present the effects of alcohol on today's
families. Using student volunteers from
the freshmen class, they acted out a
family in which the father was an alcoholic. Students then role played individual family members for their fellow
classmates. This showed students how
an average family can be torn apart by
alcohol.
L.U. freshman Daniel Lopez said
''after seeing this, I am much more
aware of the effect alcohol has on
families; the sooner a family gets help,
the sooner the problem can be
solved -," The students spoke openly to
the retreat representatives about solutions to the alcohol problem. ·
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.!Professor'- Goes Down Under

By Michael Grossman
Dr. Richard Kustin, Associate Professor of Marketing at Lynn University
since 1986, is moving to Australia to
teach international marketing :
''I am interested in how people from
different places and cultures can perceive the same product differently,"
said Kustin.
At the end of this semester~ Dr.
Kustin will say farewell to the United
States, travelling first to Hong Kong
for ten days, to interview a number of
professors for an article and a textbook. Then it's Down Under, to , assume a position at Australian Cath'olic
University which is an amalgamation of
four Catholic Colleges, spread over
seven campuses. Dr. Kustin will lecture and research at the School of
business in North Sidney.

His interest in international marketing
and working abroad increased during
the summer of 1989, when he taught
for Boston University at Ben-Gurion
University_ of the Negev in Israel.
. Dr. Kustin- wifl be taking many fond
memories from Lynn. ' 'The camaraderie of the faculty, playing softball with
''the boys of summer,'' and being present to experience the major changes
of the school upgrading to full university status, were among the best memories" said Kustin.
"We are going to miss him, " said
Dr. F. Patrick Butler, professor of
Business. "Dr. Kustin has been a longstanding marketing man at Lynn Univ~rsity. We epjoy him and hope for
hiS return someday.''
Many students are sorry to see him
go. ''I'm going to miss him,
and I
know others will too, ' ' said senior
Terre Incatasciato.

Mummification Helps Funeral
Image Recognition
By Nelson Johnson
The Institute for Funeral Service Education and Anatomy is Lynn Universi~y's ?est kept secret. Many people
mcludmg some students are not familiar with this fascinating program. The
funeral service program, founded and
headed by John Chew, has been in
e_xistence for the past decade. Chew , a
licensed funeral director for 30 years,
has made incredible strides for himself
and the program.
The funeral service program, which
offers a two year degree, started the
sc~ool's first active fraternity, Sigma
Phi Sigma. Chew, the founder of the
program, has so well educated his students, they have a 99% success rate
on the national exam for funeral seryice. According to Jeff Koopman, presIdent of Sigma Phi Sigma, the r:eason
for this tremendous success is because
Chew prepares his students for the future. "All of my students have a better understanding of the life and death
process," said Chew.
One of the most interesting aspects
of this program is that it not only teaches the usual option of post mortem
care, embalming, but also is the only

prograt? i~ the country that offers
mummificatiOn as part of its curriculum. Embalming, explains Chew is
by definition a procedure for disinfecting and temporarily preserving the remains. Thus, the only permanent
_preservation, mummification, is similar
to th~ ancient Egyptian process, which
was mtended to preserve the body until
the soul returned to use it. Chew is
one of only two thanatogeneticists, a licensed funeral director to perform
mummification, in the United States.
_T~e funeral service program is receivmg well deserved · recognition. In
the. near future . the p~ogram will get
natiOnal and mternational publicity.
Both Ecuadorian television and "Beyond 2,000," a show on the Discovery
Channel, will do features on the funeral service institute.
Wh~tever is_ more comforting to a
mournmg family, whether it be embalming or m4mmification, is what a
funeral director should do, according to
Chew. ''Although we do work with the
dead, funeral directors are geared to
care for the living," said Chew.

Tom Heffernan, Director of Residence Life
Photo by Iver Tieger

Interview with Tom Heffernan
By Carla C. Conde
Problems in your dorm? Not getting counselors, programmers and peer edualong too well with your roommate? cators, and making the disciplinary role
Want a single room? Did you break a the last function of their responsibiliuniversity rule or regulation? The man ties."
you need to see is Tom Heffernan.
''In terms of the college or the uniMr. Heffernan has served as the Di- . versity as a whole I think that the bigrector of Residence Life here at Lynn gest change has been the Lynn
University for a little over two years. Residence Hall and Wellness Center
His job entails overseeing housing op- that exists within it. I have been inerations, conference operations, and volved with that from the first day -renovations of residence halls, and he from tfie planning sessions at City
is designated by the Dean of Students Council to its final completion, and
to hold most of the disciplinary hear- have overseen most of the day-to-day
ings and make recommendations to ends of that operation."
him.
Pulse: Is there any particular
The youngest of three children, Heffernan grew up in Danvers, Massachusetts. He studied at Bentley College in achievement you contributed to, which
Massachusetts where he received an has made you proud and which you
Associates Degree in Accounting and a would like to share with the students?
HEFFERNAN: "I think that students
Bachelors Degree in Marketing Management. He went on to receive a who have been here for a while, have
Masters Degree in Business Administra- seen the changes. What I have successtion with a Concentration in Organiza- fully made the institution aware of its
tional Behavior from the University oi the need for us to start renovating
within the residence halls. For those
Hartford, in Connecticut.
Prior to coming to LU, Heffernan students who are here in their junior
was the Manager of Co-ed Fraternity and. senior year, they're seeing the renand Sorority Administration at Dart- ovations of the 20's wings, the work
mouth College in Hanover, New that we've done in the 40's wings, and
Hampshire. He oversaw the finances all the residence halls over the last two
and physical plant, and was involved in years. So I think that that's the biggest
the programming of eight of the houses accomplishment. I have a basic belief
that were owned by the college. Prior that the students are customers and that
to working at Dartmouth College, Hef- we need to treat them as such. We
fernan was the Director of Residence have a responsibility to provide them
Life at Fairleigh Dickinson University with services. The University has been
in New Jersey. Before that, he was the very accepting of that policy.''
Pulse: What do you like most about
Director of Residence Life at Ferrum
your job?
College in Virginia.
HEFFERNAN: "That's easy. The
In an interviw with Heffernan, he interaction with the students - the
answered some questions about his time I get to spend with them, espework, and how he has contributed to cially with --my staff. · I enjoy working
LU.
with the students, and I enjoy watching
Pulse: What changes have you seen them grow. You see a lot of growth
since coming to Lynn University and go on within people, and a lot of inwhat changes have you contributed to terpersonal skills developed."
bringing about?
Pulse: What do you like least?
HEFFERNAN: "I think that one of
HEFFERNAN: "Discipline. I would
the big changes that we've seen is the rather have less time of my day occuattitude that exists towards residence pied by dealing with the students who
halls. ·-When I came there wa~ a norm have some problem abiding by the
that the custodians would basically have rules and regulations.''
to shovel out the buildings on MonPulse: Any particular message you
days, and I don't think that is any
longer the case. I think that the stu- would like to give to the students?
HEFFERNAN: "They need to undents have respect for one another
which I hope is partially due to the ef- derstand that I appreciate that I only
see a small portion of them for disciforts of my staff.
"Part of that is changing the roles plinary reasons, and I recognize that
of the R.A. 's and removing them as the other 95% are really nice kids who
oolice officers and m!!king them more try very hard to please."

Recycling
By Nelson Johnson
Mr. John Chew, head of Funeral Services Program, ·
Photo by Nelson Johnson
Falll991

. For ec~logy-conscious people. there
IS somethmg very positive happening
on c~mpus. Recycling has recently
been Implemented at Lynn UniversitY
by the Recycling Committee.
-

Daugherty and Dc!Jbie Mathew!'..
Vice President of the SGA. have made
tremendous efforts ' in coordinatin!! the
Recycling Committee. 1 he wm~nittcl'
will be in full swing by January and
will he able to attain not only aluminum recycling bins, but paper and glass
hins as welL
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Community ·Action
Living In Violence

A New Attitude
On Drinking

By Kristen Lizza
Help Iessness ... fear ... embarrassment...guilt...these are the emotional reactions to abuse endured by
women in abusive relationships and
marriages. There are four types of
abuse: emotional, phyiscal, sexual and
destruction of property. According to
Melinda Shoemaker, Behavorial Science
instructor and Director of counseling at
Lynn University, "domestic violence
occurs on college campuses, primarily
with boyfriends and girlfriends." She's
encountered situations such as women
being followed by their boyfriends,
watched over and later beaten for behavior the boyfriend saw as inappropriate. Ms. Shoemaker helped to address
the issue in the college handbook
where there is a sexual harassment policy. She feels that it is up to the individual to report the abuse and to seek
self-help such as counseling and legal
help to prosecute the abuser. The
choice to prosecute is up to the victim.
Assaulting anyone is a crime. Ms.
Shoemaker also added, ''no one has
the right to invade anyone's personal
well being."

Behind the Badge
By Michael Grossman
The Boca Raton Police Department
is a very professional law enforcement
agency. I learned this upon riding witt:
Officer Robert Hilton, 32, on the evening of Friday, November I.
The requirements for becoming a police officer are a high school diploma
and four months of intensive classroom
training. Within the four months offi·
cers study a host of information, such
as criminal justice, Florida law. situation handling techniques, defensive
driving and firearms control. Then they
spend eight to ten weeks accompanying
a veteran officer on the job. Finally,
once solo, they are under one year
probation, subject to review every 30
days.
One misconception of the Boca P. D.
that students have is that they have
quotas of tickets to give out. They do
not. They must handle a certain
amount of activity every month and
traffic is only a small portion of their
duties in Boca. In fact, according to
their Offenses and Clearance Rates for
1989, they responded to 3 murders, 7
rapes, 102 robberies, 77 aggravated assaults, 1069 burglaries, 2171 larcenies,
and 335 motor vehicle thefts. The
numbers for 1990 varied slightly.
Another misconception is that the police do not stay busy in Boca. The
above numbers do not include some responses that the officer I rode with
had to handle. Calls such as domestics,
can be as little as an argument or
something much larger. Six months
ago, they found a husband had beaten
his wife to death with a hammer.
Another call is a civil assist. One
that I witnessed was the comforting of
an elderly lady whose mind was playing tricks on her. Another was to
search for a belligerent, mentally disturbed girl. There were 15 situations/
possibles that we engaged in within a
five hour period.
Another misconception about the police concerns their radar guns. According to Officer Robert Hilton, 2 years
with Boca P.D., "Radar guns are usually posted because of citizens that call
and complain about people breaking the
speed limit."
Being a police officer is a difficult
job. When getting dressed, they put on
the uniform, shoes, and a bulletproof
vest that weighs about ten pounds.
They have to make quick decisions usFall 1991

The Victims
According to Lenore Walker, in The
Battereed Woman there are common
characteristics found in victims: they
have low self esteem, they feel they
have somehow "caused" the assault,
they believe no one will · be able to
help them but themselves, and they accept violence as normal behavior.
The Assailants
There are also common characteristics found in the assailants. They also
have low self esteem, but they feel
that the victim "caused" the incident.
They blame others for their actions ,
they are pathologically jealous, and
they minimize and deny the seriousness
of violence.
Shelters
Fortunately, with help from counselors, support groups and friends there is
a way out for women in abusive relationships. When a woman marries her
abuser, however, she becomes emotionally weak and may become economically dependent. There are shelters for
these women to go to when the a buse
tlnaify becomes too much. A VDA, Aid

To Victims of Domestic Assault, is a
shelter for women in Palm Beach
County. Their mission is to provide
emergency shelter in an environment
that supports positive change, to get
these women back on their feet and to
break the cycle of violence.
According to "General Facts About
Domestic Violence," (National Women
Abuse Prevention Project, Washington,
DC) in the United States a woman is
more likely to be assualted, injured,
raped or killed by a male partner than
by any other assailant. The project
maintains that each year more than one
million woman seek medical assistance
for injuries caused by battering. Fifty
to sixty percent of all American couples experience some form of violence
and 10 percent of all married couples
admit to extreme ohvscial violence.
AVDA has a hot line number,
265-2900 that is in operation 24 hours
a day for crisis intervention and any
referrals. Additional hot line number:
1-800-649-4878 and for crisic line information and referrals: 243-1000 and
996-1121.

Philanthropists

By Tathiana Correia
"Last year was the first since I got ~
here in 1982 in which there was no
loss of student life due to alcohol-related accidents at Lynn," said Mike
McMurray, Lynn Head of Security.
Nationwide alcohol-related accidents
take away many student lives and
cripple thousands more. The success at
Lynn reflects the alertness of the administration to this problem. They responded to the problem with policy
changes and_ new programs.
"I think if we look at the majority
of college campuses and universities all
over, I think that, yes, they are aware
of alcohol, but they may not be aware
of the fact that if they get behind the
wheel of a car, after a few drinks, it
could be fatal, " said Melinda Shoemaker, Director of Counseling at the
College of Boca Raton.
Interviews indicate that students are
more aware of the legal and possibly
fatal consequences of "Driving Under
Influence" (D. U .I.) and are trying to
find alternatives to avoid it. "Drinking
and driving is a case of immaturity,"
said nineteen year old sophomore Jon
Ditmyer, and "shows the irresponsibility of their values. If you drink and
drive you must not value life very
much."

ing a great deal of information that
By Adriane Laird
they have acquired through training and
experience. They have to make sure
that all of their actions are properly
"We have to be thinking of the fujustifiable to the State Attorney.
ture and not just for today. If you
Bar owners, college administration,
"There is a tremendous amount of don't change things, nothing will hap- security_ and co~n~el~ng departments are
•n~o~t~o~n~y~o~n~c~a~m~ppu~s;-•~
liability "We
connected
Hilton.
alwayswith
have~-~-~o~b~·~·~~~t!~·~·
to rna e sure
Y-...~··,jlfi·~·
t
s ~~~~~~~--~c~o~or~y~st~uMe~ntfts~,
ynn mvens Y·
that we do our job properly, while not
Boca Raton Magazine expressed it but off campus as well.
stepping over the line or infringing on best when it dubbed Eugene Lynn one
Bars change policy
of Boca's most ardent philanthropists,
Club Boca is offering advantages
civil rights."
Every car that an officer pulls over in "Making a Business Out of Philan- such as free non-alcoholic beverages
must be surveyed. Police are shot thropy ·" That is exactly what he has arid free admission to designated drivmore frequently these days, and that done', and he has created a bright path- ers. They also operate with the Yellow
sits in the back of an officer's mind. way to the future for many students at Cab System, calling a cab for anyone
"There is no such thing as a routine Lynn University.
who is not sober. All staff members
traffic stop until it is over,,' said OffiThe Eugene Lynn Foundation was (from the manager to the valets) are
cer Michael Genay, Public Information founded by Lynn in the 1960's. The advised not to give people's car keys
foundation mainly contributes to .medi- back or let them out of the bar if they
Officer. Hilton agreed.
cal and educational institutions in Boca
·
d't·
"C ll
t
The danger that accompanies the job
are m poor con I IOn.
o ege s ucarries to the officer's home. Hilton, Raton but also contributes to Lynn's dents, in general, like to go out, like
who has a wife and two children, said, alma mater, Stetson University in Del- to party and have fun, but they don't
At first my wife was concerned. Then, and, Florida.
have to do it every night, so I think
Both Lynns are reserved about their the Designated Driver Program is by
after time, it subsides . Then, when she
hears about an officer killed in the line contributions, stating simply that it is far the best way to go," said David
of duty, it begins again. It is an end- the Proper thl.ng to do, and that the SI'lver • General Manager of Club Boca
community should support the commuless cycle."
nity. "We're J·ust fortunate enough to
The proof of his statement is the
Police officers have a tremendous have the means to do what we can. change of behavior of students. It has
potential for mental and physical stress. We never asked to have our name on become customary at Lynn to see stu"Stress Behind the Badge" are classes anything. We care nothing about t~at. dents come home in cabs late at night,
that teach officers to cope and relieve When they came to us about renammg leaving their cars at the bars.
Counseling
~
their stress. Much of the stress is the school, we told them only if it's
caused by the "Hi-Low" action of the good for the school," said Lynn in an
The Counseling Center has a specific
job. According to Hilton, "The job is interview.
program for alcohol abuse cases. Psyvery up and down. For a while, the
Driving by the school and seeing chological assistance is available for
action is minimal, then it picks up, their name on it is still quite a shock. students who look for help. Melinda
then dies back down." After a period "It's funny to see your name on the Shoemaker, Director of Counseling, is
of time this causes undue stress on the sign, 'Lynn University'. As a matter of also called to the dorms or any other
body·''
fact, 1 was driving by the other day place on campus where drunk students
Genay and Hilton believe that the and I almost drove off of the road are being a hazard. Security then
department is perceived by both citi- looking at the sign," said Christine passes the problem on to her and the
.
zens and officers as being professional
Lynn.
students can be required to attend the
·
·
f
K
11
and competent.
"We have much public support. This
Eugene Lynn IS a native 0
ans~s Counseling Center. In addition, a
is reflected by the thank you letters Cl.ty, Missouri who moved to Boca m fres hman are requi·red to take the ·
1964 after establishing a new branch of ''F reshman semi·nar" , whi'ch has a two
that we receive," said Hilton.
Hilton lived most of his teenage life hi·s t'nsurance company, Universal Un- wee k prog ram on drug and alcohol
· 1ud'mg vi'deos and lectures ·
in Boca. When he would see po- derwrl. ter Insurance Company. The abuse, me
!icemen handle a situation in what he business, which he built from the
Security
c ampus Securt'ty also an important
perceived was an inappropriate way, he g round up, is now Lynn Insurance
would tell himself that if he were a Group, and is a widely recognized un- part in controlling the accid~nts involv·
d run k stude nts . The strict en~orce
cop, he would treat that person or situ- de rwriter specializing in property and mg
''
ation differently. He said that this idea Cas ualty insurance for the forest prod- ment of the c ollege's alcohol policy
has held true today. He tries to treat ucts industry· He attributes his success has been a great step forward in prepeople, whether they have done some- to hard work.
venting fatalities. "Alcohol abuse on
Christine Lynn immigrated from campus (and oft) IS
· Pretty much under
thing wrong or not, with ''the same
No rway and became a United States contro1 and I can see a tremendous
respect as a family member.''
· ' that. There IS
· a trend gomg
·
The Boca Raton Police Department Cl.ti'zen t'n 1983 when she married tum m
on
also has one of the highest rates of of- Lynn.
where kids are just not consuming the
ficers upgrading to federal agencies
When asked what can be expected in alcohol they used to in years previsuch as The Federal Bureau of Ivesti- the future, the two declined to com- ous," claimed Mike McMurray , Head
gations (FBI) and The Drug Enforce- ment, simply stating that the university of Security, It's been a lot better and
I'm happy about that.
ment Agency (DEA).
can always count on their support.
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Say Yes ... to
Lynn University
The name change that this school
went through during the second part of
the semester caused a lot of discussion
on campus. There is no ~oubt at Pulse
that the decision was a wise one.
The status change from colle~e to
university was probably the biggest
jump this school took. in becoming an
even more respected institution. Quoting Webster's Dictionary we find that
"college" means: "Any of the U nde~
graduate schools or divisions of a u.mversity offering courses and grantmg
degrees in a specific field; or a profe~
sional or technical school often affiliated with a university, offering
bachelor's or master's degree."
According to the same source '' ,'university' means: An institution of h1g~er
learning, having facilities for teachmg
and research and comprising an undergraduate division that awards bachelor's
degree and graduate and professional
school that awards master's degrees
and doctorates."
Changing from C.B.R. to L.U. made
us more prestigious.
Lynn University is a private, nonprofit institution that has been educating students since 1962. With the help
of donations this school has managed
to, year after yeai-, improve on and
build more facilities and better programs. Eugene and Christine Lynn are
responsible for a great number of these
donations and are consequently responsible for a lot of what our school is
today. All of us, therefore, owe them
respect and gratitude; we should be
pr~md to be able to return all they've
done for our school.
The name Lynn University is also a
great recruitment tool. Unive.rsi~y status
will definitely affect the admiSSions rate
and our school will tend to increase in
both stature and size.
There is only one disadvantage in
this process, the fact that our new
name is still unknown. It will take
time for C.B.R. 's reputation to be associated with Lynn University, but in
the meantime we have increased our
prestige and respectab~lity. It is jus~ a
matter of time to adJUSt to these Improvements. With the effort of all we
will continue to enhance our school's
reputation.
Lynn University is a step forward.
Let's all take that step together and
continue making Lynn University a
place to be proud of.
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Student Makes
Lynn Proud

Sunrise

· Students Helping
Students

Every year Lynn receives new outstanding faces, some are great students,
others are fantastic athletes and some
are just outstanding human beings. Vincent Gaudio, 19, is a freshman at
Lynn and his contributions to society
represent the best of Lynn's aspirations. Vinny, as he is known, helps
out on religious events at Pope John
Paul High School, and this year. h_e
was chosen by Father Eugene, prmcipal of the school, to be the leader of
the religious retreat on October 28.'
Last year he also participated in the
retreat, but he was not yet a leader.
The retreat took four days and was a
success according to Gaudio, who is
very proud of not only being chosen
but of being able to to the job well.
He is not allowed to say what went on
during those four days.

"Awake my soul, and with the sun,
the daily stage of duty run."
Thomas Ken (1695)

The Student Ambassadors at Lynn
University are working hard to "make
a difference" on campus and off. The
new program which began l~st year
has built an excellent reputatiOn. Although the ambassadors . have . many
jobs their main concern IS making the
stud~nts happy . By assisting the admissions office employees, the ambassadors
begin opening lines of comm_u~ication
with prospective students. Mathng out
letters, brochures and catalogs about
LU are the first steps . From there, the
ambassadors call the prospects and invite them for a tour of the university.
By hosting tours, the ambassadors give
the prospects a first hand look at the
school along with information from an
insider.

Letter
Grapplers?
Dear Editor,
At Lynn University, students have
been trying to put together a wre~thng
team. Many students who have signed
up have experience. Many have successful high school records . "Students
are excited about putting together a
team," says Jeff Smith. Although th_e
team is expected to start next year, If
there are enough students they can begin practice as soon as the winter season starts.
The wrestlers will be pracaticing in
the new gymnasium that is being donated by Count Adolph de Hocrnle.

Andy Khalil
Pulse prints letters from all members
of the campus community.
We correct grammar and spelling
and reserve the right to condense letters.
Letters should be sent to
Pulse
Student Publications
P-30
Lynn University

People have often been m~stified by
the awesome sight of a sunnse. Many
cultures, through time , have held the
sunrise sacred within their beliefs .
American Indians , Eskimos , and the
Chinese especially, whose worship of
this daily natural phenomena dates back
thousands of years, have user ::.~ sunrise within the practices of their spmtual faiths . Since the beginning of
time, sailors all over the world have
also used the sunrise to aid in navigation, judge weather, a~d tc~ boost
moral with its breathtakmg VIew off
the oceans horizon.
People wake up in pre-dawn hours,
unsolicited by anything except their
own desires, to enioy the positive psychological influence that the sunri~e
possesses. For many has a therapeutic
quality.

On October 6, 1991, a group of students from the Antilles and St. Thomas
visited LU. The ambassadors took them
on a tour of Boca Raton as well as a
tour of the school. They ate three
meals in the cafeteria and enjoyed an
-information session with Dr. Jennifer
The beach at Spanish River anci AiA Braaten, Vice President of ~cademics;
is a terrific place to take in the u~su~ Steve King, Admissions Assistant; and
passed view of the sunrise, and It IS Mary Ann Crosta, Assistant Director of
only 5 minutes away. Local students Admissions.
go there to run, surf, or just take in
Sharon Fernandez, a junior ambassathe spectacular view. It's also a great
dor at LU,. came here three years a~o
cheap date idea.
as her first time away from home m
India. She is now a former Vice PresiSTAFF
dent of Student Government as well as
an active member of the Student AmManaging Editor
bassadors. ''I like to be active and
Michael Grossman
make college a part of my life. I want
Graphics Editor
to help new students reach the same
goals that I have reached," said FerJoseph Ferrara
nandez.
Hospitality Editor
The ambassadors not only help proFernando Carazo
spective students, but they also help
Cartoonist
new students. Quite often, new students
Diego Lopez
get ·lonely or homesick. The ambassadm:s conduct activities such as group
discussions and meetings to help those
students feel at ease.
Hannah Alper
"It is important to give new students
Ronald Babicz, Jr.
a student's point of view, " said Cindy
Carla C. Conde
Cerqueria, a senior ambassador at LU.
Tathiana Correia
Cerqueira and a fellow am?assador,
Spirithoula Fotopoulos
Jennifer Lorence, (also a semor) both
believe that new students sometimes.
Nelson Johnson
prefer talking with other studen·s rather
Adriane Laird
than counselors.
Kristen Lizza

Jennifer Lockwood
Jennifer Lucas
lver Tieger
Adviser
Dr. Susan Braunstein

"I came here last year and I know
how students feel, therefore, I am
helpful to students and it makes me
feel good to know that l can help,"
said Paige Aberle', resident assistant
and student ambassador.
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Around
the Nation

Around
Campus

The Sixties
Styles ... Groovy!
By Jennifer Lucas

Budget .Cutbacks
Affect Library
~Hours
By Amy Reynolds
Cc;PS) - College and university libranes are the latest victims of the
budget-cutting guillotine, and administrator~ are frantically_ looking for ways
to tnm expenses without losing their
he,ads.
A shortage of money has resulted in
cutbacks in hours, cancellations in journal subscriptions, delays in expensive
?ook purchases and in some cases, fee
mcreases.
At the University of Arizona, where
daily closing hours were shifted from 2
a.m. to midnight because of cuts, student government officials objected so
strongly that the university reallocated
$24,000 to the library to reinstate the
lost hours.
"There are still real cuts in other
areas that at the moment aren't apparent, " says Carla Stoffle, Arizona's
head librarian. ''There will be less access to materials and less bibliographical access, among other things."
Arizona's library had its budget cut
$240,000 this year, but the administration had promised Stoffle $1 million
for technical automation of the library:
"We didn't receive cuts to our
materials budget, but we had to cancel
1,060 journals just to hold the line,"
says Dale Montanelli, director of administrative services for the library.
Pritchard says it's important to continue journal subscriptions because it
costs more to reorder missing back issues when subscriptions are renewed
after a period of cancellation.
Faculty aren't happy, either.
"They have been quite concerned
and very sympathetic. They're making
their own cuts right now. We're all
just aiming for the cuts with the least
harm,'' Montanelli adds.
Even though some library officials
are painting a grim picture of the near
future, Pritchard says everyone realizes
the critical importance of the services
provided to students and communities.
"Libraries are hardly going to fold
up and go away," she says.

LU Library Is Up
By Kristen Lizza
The library at Lynn University is not
dependent on state funds. The library's
budget comes from school tuition and
changes with the enrollment. Faculty
and students are asked to pay fees only
for the use of the photo copy machine,
micro fiche, micro film and fines for
over due books.
Through inter-library loan the students are provided with easy, quick access to a broad amount of material.
Mrs. Kathleen Cluna, Library Director,
says, ''through inter-library loan the
members of SEFLIN, South-East Florida Library Network, provide students
and faculty with an easy access to the
material of all the other libraries who
are members." Mrs. Clunan goes on
to explain, "To use inter-library loan,
a request is made through a computer
and the material is hand delivered by a
courier service.'' She says, ·'This is a
fast way to access library material
from other institutions." She also
added, "We can use computers to
search for what books are held in
other . libraries, as long as they're
members."
According to Mrs. Clunan the Development office does ask for donations
and the library is always getting ·book
and periodical donations. The development office is now searching frJr
ways to build a new library. "We are
almost out of space here," says Mrs.
.
Clunan .

Unlike many other Florida college libraries, our library is not
cutting back on library subscriptions.
In the spring the faculty have input
on the periodical subscriptions, and
then they are renewed over the summer. In addition, the library subscribes
to four data bases on CD Rom.
There are no cutbacks on library
hours. The library is open 7 days a
week: 4 nights until midnight, Saturday
12-5, Sunday 2-10. The usage of the
library is up. Mrs. Clunan says, "Our
circulation has greatly increased. Last
year there was a big increase in usage
and so far this year has an even
greater usage." Mrs. Clunan adds,
"We now have five computers and
printers students can use in the library
to write papers."

Was it the music group Deee-Lite
and their smash hit video, ''Groove is
in the Heart,'' that brought back the
sixties' fashions or was it the colorful,
comfortable aspects of the clothes that
encouraged the trend? Whatever the
cause may be, these styles for both
men and women have proven to be a
success in the ninetees.
Lady Miss Kier, the lead singer of
Deee-Lite wears pucci tights and patent
leather platform shoes in her video,
which appeared right before these
styles came back to ''life.'' According
to Monique Beaugon, a junior fashion
major at Lynn, sixties' clothing styles
as well as jewelry, hairstyles, make-up,
and shoes have all returned.
For women's casual styles, A-line
and tent dresses drenched in pucci colors and pyschodelic designs are worn
with silver jewelry - big rings and
peace-sign necklaces - and thick-heeled
platform shoes. Pucci leggins are worn
with oversized shirts and bandannas are
worn just above the forehead. Catstyled or John Len non-styled glasses
paly a guge role in dress to add a
touch of sophistication to every outfit.
Beneath the glasses lies eyeliner placed
only above the eye and drawn to the
outer edge. Beaujon sates, ''The sixtie~
fashions are playful, colorful and comfortable!" "People are dressing more
for themselves, more for freedom and
happiness; they want comfort."
Cherise Garanito, a junior fashior
major at Lynn, says that she believe~
the Deee-Lite group began the fashior
trend, but our generation carried i1
through. She says, ''The Deee-Lite
group became a role model for viewen
and the viewers in turn wore simila1
styles and began to spread the trend."
Super DJ Dimitri, one of the male
singers of Deee-Lite, wears a pucci
shirt and patent leather platform shoes.
The men's styles contain the pucci colors and the psychodelic designs similar
to the women's and the shoes are similar as well. The glasses for men are
very big, circular thick-rimmed glasses.
According to Garanito, men are also
beginning to grow sideburns which
were very stylish in the sixties.
Dressy- 1960's styles for women are
also very stylish today. Designers such
as Nina Ricci design long skirts and
dressed with a high neckline. Mrs.
Bettyrose Factor an English professor
at Lynn, is happy_ to see more classic

'.

Danielle Durgy, junior, models
the 60's styles. Compliments of
Scribbles in Town Center.
Photo by lver Tieger
styles come back into style. "The female faculty at Lynn have begun tc
wear dresses again .. .I haven't worn
slacks yet this semester! The sixties'
hairstyles for women have begun to
seep into hairstyles including 'set'
styles and beehive hairdos," says Mrs.
Factor.
:ontempo Casuals in the. Palm Beach
VIall believes that there IS freedom of
:aste and choice in the sixties' fashiJns. These highly identifiable styles
have made an impact on America. The
styles symbolize fun and happiness as
well as peace and love. Cherise Garanito states "Fashion trends today are
every-chaning but hopefully, this trend
will stay for a while!"

Dorms Closed for Breaks
bv Fernando Carazo
Spring break, the beach, and parties
go together. That's why lots of students at Lynn look forward to this and
other school breaks. These small vacations bring the opportunity for most
students to go home or travel to different vacation spots. But not all students
at Lynn have a house in or near Florida where they can spend spring break
or Thanksgiving break, and this turns
into an inconvenience since all students
must vacate their dorms during this period.
Between 20% and 30% of Lynn's
student population is foreign, and a
significant number of other students
come from states far away from Florida. Many of these students live on
campus. Far from becoming excited
about the breaks, they become concerned about what their accommodations will be during these periods. All
dorms close at 6:00 P.M. on the last
class day before the breaks, imd no
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one is permitted to enter before 9:00
a.m. on the last day of the break.

hours or are over 21. So, many of
these students feel trapped.

One may ask: what would happen to
a student who doesn't have a place to
stay during a break, and doesn't have
the money to go back home! He might
have to sleep on the beach. A story
has been going around campus about a
student who had to sleep on the beach,
but despite Pulse staff efforts to verify
the story, it remains unconfirmed.
Why doesn't the student rent a hotel
room during the break? Even if the
money factor of renting a hotel room
in Boca Raton weren't a problem, it is
virtually impossible to get a hotel to
rent a room to a person who is under
21 years of age due to hotel policy.

''It is very inconvenient. Suppose I
didn't have anywhere to go for those
ten days," said Laurette Moses, a native from Trinidad, when she commented on the problem. Elui Rivera,
from Puerto Rico, thought he could
stay at a hotel. "I just found out that
I can't rent a hotel room. Now I
really don't know where I'm going to

If living

on campus poses those
kinds of problems, why don't students
move off campus? This may not be
possible because students can't move
off camgus unless they have 60 credit

go." As in the case of the above
quoted students, there are many students without a place to stay for the
breaks.
''There is a big difference between
students who can't go back home and
students who choose not to go home,"
said Tom Heffernan during an interview. He said that students find it very
attractive to have a place to spend vacations in Boca Raton and administra-

tion officiais want to prevent the
vacation parties and disasters that could
happen on campus. Gregg Malfitano,
Vice President of Student Affairs, said
the school administration is worried
about the reaction of students if they
stayed on campus for the breaks. The
school library is closed, the cafeteria iE
closed, and Collegetown is closed.
Security is significantly reduced during the breaks since all the buildings
are closed and no one can get in or
out of them, with the exception of
three persons who are permanent residents at the school and who each have
an exterior key. If dorms were to
open, students would be much more
vnlnerahle.
The financial aspect also plays an
important role. If dorms were kept
open, that would mean extra security,
money for the cafeteria operations, and
even extra payments for Residence Assistants.
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Hospitality
L. U. 1st to Tour
S. Fl's Largest
Liquor
Distributor
By Fernando Carazo
Miami. Students from the Hospitality
Purchasing course of Lynn University
visited the Southern Wines & Spirits
distribution center on October 29. The
facility is South Florida's largest
wholesaler of liquor, wines, spirits, and
other non-alcoholic beverages. Coinpany
officials said to Joseph A. Rooney,
purchasing instructor, that L. U. had a
very good reputation in their Hospitality Program and Southern Wines &
Spirits wanted to help the students in
their careers. Lynn students visited the
facility at night because that is when
the most activity takes place. The
tour's purpose was · to obtain a better
appreciation of how orders taken from
the retailers during the day, are filled
during the night, and later prepared for
delivery or pick up. Approximately 25
students from Lynn participated in the
activity.

L U. Students on
the Job
.

By Fernando Carazo

Geographic
Literacy

By Michael Grossman
By Fernando Cara::.o
Wesley S. Rohel, Ph.D and assistant
professor at University of Nevada. Las
Vegas, would be delighted with the
Geography Division of the Tourism
Program at Lynn University. An article
by. Mr. Rohe~ appearing in the Hospitallty & Tounsm Educator magazine of
August 1991 , expressed his concern for
the geographic illiteracy of Tourism
students and the weakness of the respective programs throughout universities in the U.S.
The concern about the actual level ot
geographic illiteracy increased after the
results of a Gallup International Research Institute study were released.
The study showed that Americans between 18 and 24 years old finished last
in a panel of nine countries. (Educational Magazine, Aug. 1991.) Dr. Rohel concludes that this problem is due
to " ... the dilution of high core curricula." Dr. Rohel's solution includes
mounting geographic programs, such as
Lynn's, in schools and colleges.
Lynn University's program of touris_m and travel has been successfully
usmg a course that teaches geography.
The name of the course is Touristic
Geography, and it is usually taught by
professor Anthony Della Ventura. The
Touristic Geography course at Lynn
started two year ago. The objective of
the co~rse is to prepare the student geographically for a hospitality career.
Geographic knowledge is a must for
hotel or tourism operations.
To lower the geographic ilnferacy
level, it is important to produce good
geography programs, and to have experienced personnel to teach them properly.
Mr. Della Ventura has a Master's
degree of arts from Bridgeport University; he is currently a Ph,D candidate
at the University of Connecticut, and
he has recently completed an intense
graduate research program in customer
service at Rochester Institute of Technology in New York. Mr. Della Ventura's travel experience ind udes all of
the 50 states of 'the United States,
most of the European count•·ies, and all
the Canadian provinces.

In October Hospitality Management
students from the Strategic Marketing
course of Lynn Uniyersity had the opportunity to experience how real life
hotels work. The Embassy Suites Corporation moved in where the Quality
Suites Hotel was located on Y amato
Road beside the Tri-Rail Station. Embassy Suites, a new company in the
city, had to start positioning themselves
in the community. To do so they developed a sales blitz plan called Embassy Storm. The plan consisted of
visiting different corporations to distribute information and giving out invitations to a hard hat party. The tactics
of the sales blitz required numerous
personnel which the hospitality chain
didn't have in this geographic area.
Assistant Professor Thomas K. Noble
received a call from Wade Henderson,
director of sales and marketing of Embassy Suites. Henderson solicited the
help of Lynn students to achieve Embassy Storm. Approximately 35 students
from Lynn's Hospitality Program participated in the successful sales blitz. By Fernando Carazo
Students received credit in their marketing course for their on-the-job expeHotel & Resort Management Practicum is the name of a new course ofrience.
fered by the Hospitality Management
Program at Lynn University. The
"The student's partiCipation in this course will start in Spring, 1992, and
field practicum has been a valuable re- it will have an initial beginning capacsource for them thanks to the staff at ity of 10 students. The course is diEmbassy Suites Hotel," stated Profes- vided into two ·segments. The first
sor Noble. "It was a great opportunity segment is on-site management obserfor the students to observe the opera- vation and training, which will take
tions of a hotel from the very begin- place in the Boca Raton Hotel & Rening." Mr. Noble was also plellsed sort. The program was approved by
with the student cooperation and com- Mr. John Frazer, a Senior Manager
from the Hotel, who wants to help
'mitment to the industry.
Lynn's Hospitality Program. The secParticipating students saw the field ond segment is composed of classroom
practicll;m as a good opportunity to ap- lectures, presentations, case studies,
ply their knowledge. "I think it was a and assigned readings. The students
good experience, not only because we will meet once a week for classes and
got to see the operation functioning, once a week for practicum. The practibut also because we saw it at a crucial cum will consist of shadowing different
period of growth,'' said marketing stu- departmental managers of the Boca Radent Federico · Kong, when asked to ton Hotel during their regular daily duties. Professor DeVeau, creator of the
comme~t · on the activity. As a gesture
of gratitude,, the students were also in- course, has plan,s to enlarge class size,
'vited to• a !full. Course luhch :at the ' ho- and .:ac-commodate more- sttiderits .• IJ'he
practicum is a 6 credit hours course.
tel.

New Course for
the Hospitality
Program

Pall 1991

Fantasy Fest '91
Fantasy Fest '91, dubbed "J unglematurn~d the streets of Key West
mto . a mne day unrestricted party
where normal rules and laws did not
apply.
"Very crazy, " said Louie Verna,
?.wn~r ?f Off The Wall T -Shirt Shop.
This IS my 11th festival, and they
keep getting better. "
. '.'Which way is the airport?" people
JOkingly asked fake bald partiers who
were dressed as Hari Krishna's. Other
costumed party-goers began to clap and
chant a steady tune for the orange-clad
group as they danced and chanted.
"The people came down for a show
and Ke~ West gave it to them," said
Ann Dtckenson, Fantasy Fest Event
Director. "I think that about 50,000
people attended the festival this year ''
continued Dickenson.
'
This is a fair estimate judged by the
snail's pace of the spectator super-saturated street, as they watched the 39
floats and unusually attired people parade down Duval St. At the front of
the parade was actress Kelly McGillis
who wore a lion costume. McGillis is
best known for her film roles in Top
Gun and Witness.
Debbie Clark, Sales Promoter for
Sloppy Joe's, said, "This blows Mardi
Gras away! You can't ask for a better
place for so many different people to
have a good time."
·
"It's an Organic Circus," said Tracy
Andram, Charter Rep for . Fury Catamarans.
This was the llth y
e.f Pefttasy
Fest, with its events that ranged from
the opening day Goombay Street Festival to Last Chance to Dance With the
Canibbean Jungle Pig.
Fantasy Fest is expeted to continue
as an annual Halloween time tradition
for years to come.
~ia,"

LU Goes Skiing
By Michael Grossman
What do students do for · Spring
Break when they live in Florida? They
travel to the mountains to play in the
s~ow. Lynn University has organized a
tnp to Interlaken, Switzerland, for
Spring Break '92.
According to Marlene Turner, Student Activities Coordinator, the cost of
the trip is $1200 per person. This in~ludes airfare on KLM Airlines, lodgmg at the Post Hardermannli Hotel
skiing, two meals a day, and othe;
special activities (tours, etc) to be announced later. On the return trip, th"'
group will stop overnight in Amsterdam.
A $500 deposit is required to secure
a reservation, with the balance due by
the middle of January.
"T~is deal allows students the opportumty to see and ski Switzerland
which for some, is a once in a life~
time opportunity, ' ' said Turner. ''All
this for only a slight price difference
than going to the more accessible
places within the United ,States such as
Co orado or ermont."
About 30 people are currently confirmed on the trip. Some are going to
see the snow for the first time.
For additional information contact
Marlene Turner, Student Activities,
Ext. 195.

Where to Eat in
Boca
By Tathiana Correia
In a continuous effort to bring to
you the best of take-out foods, the
Pulse Staff has surveyed a variety of
restaurants. All of the establishments
have been evaluated according to quality of the food and compatibility with
the college budget.
The Silver Sac - Gourmet Shoppe
and Caterer - 7158 Beracasa Way ,
407-393-0677
This deli emphasizes salads and
sandwiches. We, recommend the Winter Chicken Salad, consisting of apples,
almonds, chicken and apricots. The different textures of the ingredients have
delightful mouth-feeL The Greek Salad
is also appealing with big crunchy vegetables mixed with feta cheese. For desert you can not miss the brownie very fudgy on an oatmeal crust. Also
the Great American Chocolate Cake,
made with dark chocolate, will leave
you begging for more. Although the
Pasta Salad disappointed, The Silver
Sac is definite! y worth a try. * * *
The Caribbean Grill - 1332 NW 2nd
Avenue, 407-362-0161
This typical Cuban restaurant is very
simple and casual. The menu is all
written in Spanish making the food
sound very unusual and exotic, but it
is actually quite bland. As an appetizer
we ordered the chicken croquetas,
made out of chicken, eggs and breadcrumbs very peculiar but very good.
We oqiered for' the main course
"carne o.c.on ;papas" (meat with potatoes) which reminded some of Pulse's

staff of hospital food. The meat was
overcooked and dry and the potatoes
were tasteless. The meal comes with
traditional rice and black beans. To
wash everything down, try Materva, a
Cuban soda that we would say tastes
like carbonated ice tea. For desert the
flan is their specialty, although the
Latin members of our staff say that "it
is not like mom used to make it," it
is actually very good and worth a try.
The food is very simple, the servings
are large and the prices are real budget pleasers. * *
Mandarin Gourmet - 71 S Federal
Hwy, 407-338-7888
Our Chinese selection was a success.
From here we ordered the Sweet and
Sour Chicken Combination Plate
($5.95) that comes with fried rice and
egg rolls. The chicken was very tasty.
The superb sweet and sour sauce gav
it all the flavor necessary, even though
we expected bigger pieces of chicken
inside the thick dough. As for the rice
it is indeed fried not just seasoned and
packed with flavor. The egg roll was
very crispy and good. They charge
$3.00 for delivery. Mandarin Gourmet
is a definite 10. * * * *
· The rates have been given as follows: *Poor, **Fair, *'!'*Good,
****Excellent.
Tathiana Correia and the Pulse staff
1 dined . anonymously . at ;the expease wf
the paper.
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Rude Crew
By Spirithoula Fotopoulos
"LU boys we are here, wooh,
wooh! LU boys we are here, wooh,
wooh! LU boys we are here! Shag
your women and drink your beer,
wooh oh, oh, oh. '' At Lynn University
a band of merrymakers are not hard to
spot. They tease and taunt the opposing team every second of the match.
They're known as the "Rude Crew".
~ This rowdy group shows up at most
Lynn University soccer matches with
their big straw sombreros, maracas and
chants. "They are our best support.
Without them we are not a complete
>quad," stated sophomore Neathan Gibson, member of the men's soccer
team. They are definitely the twelfth
man for both the men's and women's
soccer team.
"We are a bunch of guys who love
the sport, love to watch and play, but
we don't have the discipline to participate for the school so that's why we
come out," stated junior Juan Dominguez.
"We go to give support to our
teams and bring our Latin and Caribbean spirit to the games," stated freshman Jose Lopez. The Crew consists of
mostly Latin American and West Indian
students. In the countries they come
from, their type of cheering is the
1J:;Orm.
Women's soccer coach, Jim Blanken·
ship said, "I think their commitment
spirit and enthusiasm is something ev·
ery University needs."

Muscles
In Motion
By Spirithoula Fotopoulos
Mirror, Mirror, on the wall, who is
the strongest of them all? At Lynn
University, one can definitely get a
good look by checking out the mirrored walls of the Lynn Health and
Wellness Center. The Center provides
a place for students to improve their
appearance and develop their social relations. Since school started, the Center
has become a social hangout for early
night life. "As I was on my last set
of inclines, I had a problem making
the last lift and a gentleman assisted
me. Every since then he and I have
become better acquainted and work out
on a weekly basis together," stated
freshman, Lisa Mvers.
The Center creates an atmosphere
where students can interact with one
another other than in the classroom.
Fitness staff member Madeline Certa
said, ''The gym reinforces the friendships you make outside the center. I
believe this is just a fad and what I
see now as a social activity will fade.
away and the Center will be used
mainly by the serious body builders, or
others who care about their fitness.''
t<or some students, the Center plays
an instrumental part in managing the
stress that one goes through beinig
away at school or at school itself.
''The Center helps me take out any
steam that built up through the school
or weekend days. It can make you, feel
good even if you're there for five minutes,'' stated HRM sophomore, Alex
Pascali.

Not everyone iS m ravor or tnis m·
ternational flavor. Some find them ver)
provocative. Director of Athletics, Paul
Turner stated, "I'm personally thrillec
with their enthusiasm, but unfortunate!)
when it gets out of control we are no1
Last year the Umversity had only a
showing ourselves as a first class pro·
vacant dorm room in Patton fo r
gram. Their shouting makes people ir
weightlifting. "I think the new fitness
the community not want to attend
center is a great asset for the school.
These students must play a role to th(
~hose people who already work out,
community''.
"The Rude Crew" is a group of fun hke myself, greatly enjoy having access
loving guys who like to have a good to such a nice facility. I don't think
time and cheer the teams we care that it is going to stay a fad. It may
about. Yet we might sometimes get out draw some people out of the closet
of hand. It's not done to offend any- and into the gym, but I don't think
body directly. We do apologize, and their sole purpose will be to work
we have tried to suppress some of our out," stated sophomore, Megan Garretactions. Believe it or not in the past son.
we have restrained ourselves from
rudeness," stated senior Wayne Alexis.

Get a Job
By Jenn(fer Lockwood
The Career Development Center in
Trinity Ha II helps students find parttime or full-time jobs locally and nationally. ''The Career Development
Center coordinates on-campus recruitment programs which provide the opportunity for students to interview with
major corporations," stated Mrs.
Louise Sundermeier, Director of Career
Placement. "There are many companies
who come to campus to recruit undergraduate and graduating students."
The Center offers a computer
software career guidance program
called 'SIGIPLUS' which sorts out career values. If students are undecided
about their major, this program may
help them decide by allowing students
to weed through likes and dislikes.
There are files on major companies
ern Boca Raton and around the world.
Mrs. Sundermeirer leads career workshops that are designed to take students
through many areas of job searching.
Topics covered include resume writing,
dressing correctly for a job interview
and even how to find a summer job.
See WORKSHOPS.
Students may also make appointments
with Mrs. Sundermeirer for individual
advice. "Individual counseling helps
students explore career possibilities and
job search
·
including resume
Sundermeier
reviews ''
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Salaries Increase
Only Slightly
Since Last Year

(CPS) - Information just released by
the College Placement Council Inc.
continued to reflect a not-so-pretty picture of the job market for college
graduates.
In the 1991 Salary Survey, figures
showed that most average salary offers
increased only slightly since last year.
Some average starting salaries by
field were accounting, $26,642; business administration, $24,019; economics
and finance, $25,819; foreign language,
$21,526; and nursing, $29,596.

Lynn Fitness
By Nelson Johnson
. Most would agree that Lynn UniverSity has made a wise decision in the
establishment of the new Lynn Fitness
Center. There is a new found interest
in fitness and health among Lynn students. People have been raving about
the top-of-the-line equipment and the
rest of the facility, which includes an
aerobics room and locker room.
Administrators, faculty, alumni and
students all have access to the gym.
!he students especially have been takmg full advantage of the facility. Patric~ Stibbe, . ~ junior majoring in
busmess admmistration, says he uses
the gym because it is very convenient.
It contains state-of-the-art equipment,
and he wants to look good for the ladies. Even first year students such as
Mia Rowell who majors i~ fashion
marketing, enjoy the luxury of the facility.

Knights Defend
New Name
By Diego Lopez

Soccer has been one of this school's
m?st traditional activities. This year,
With considerable changes in the team,
as well as a new school name the
Knights are carrying on the he~itage
left by some of the finest players whohave participated in the NAJA's collegiate soccer championship.
The biggest change from the team
that ended first runner-up during last
year's tournament is the recruitment of
head coach Shaun Pendleton. Pendleton
was previously in charge of the men's
soccer program at the University of
Charleston (West Virginia), where he
b~ilt a nationally ranked top 20 team.
His keen leadership abilities, as well as
his sharp, open-minded attitude, are
evide_nt on ~ visit to the field during
practice sess10ns. Pendleton's approach
According to Phil Annone, senior to the team is based on his own expeand supervisor of the facility, the gym rience both as a coach and as a
has a couple of programs to offer that player, and he actively takes part in all
some students might not know about. of the drills and practices. He believes
The first program is for people who that this is the best way to show the
have a particular injury and want to players how to do the things he is teaseek rehabilitation. Todd Mclaughin, a ching, and to gain the players' repsect.
qualified trainer, heads this department.
The second program includes varied Andy Alfonso, a new player and one
aerobics training. Kim Rosetti, the aer- of the team's goalies says: "One of
obics instructor, offers a session using the best things is having the coach as
weights on Tuesdays and Thursdays an example, because we learn to do
and a session concentrating on cardio- things the way he does them." Alfonso
vascular training on Mondays, Wednes- is the base of the team's re-newed dedays, and Fridays. Rosetti urges both fense. "One of the first things we
men and women to try the classes. did," says Pendleton, "was build a
Thus far Rosetti is very pleased with good defense. If you look at any sport,
the turnout, and she hopes that the stu- it is a good defense that you need''
dent's enthusiasm continues.
Another one of this year's team's
even With a turnout of about 150 characteristics is their close-to-mechanipeople a day, according to the daily cal teamwork. Pendleton has built a
sign-in sheets, the entire staff of the well balanced team where every player
fitness center encourages everybody to acts as an equal part of the system, inuse the gym. "Come see the facility. stead of having a few "Maradonas"
It is for your use so take advantage of (an outstanding soccer player) as he
it," said Phil Annone.
puts it, and he is glad to have a group
of people who can play together.
Referring to their traditionally high
Accordmg to Phil Annone the tacillty
will be acquiring a small pro shop ranking, he feels that it brings a lot of
consisting of belts, wraps, and possibly pressure, especially on the younger
health drinks. There is no one best players. Nevertheless, this outstanding
time to workout, though Annone does achievement does not become an obsuggest th?' for peace and quiet the af- stacle for the team if there is a good
ternoons a best, but for loud crowds level of organization. And that is exactly what the Knights have. This year's
evenings aJ '!commended.
almost perfect record reflects the effectiveness of this well coordinated, conservative philosophy.
Another factor that affects the team's
success is the attitude that has developed between the players themselves.
According to their coach, they all work
very hard and their ethic is strong.
The group is made up of players
from various nations,. and this provides
the team with a lot of technique as
well as skill.

Philanthropists In
Action
By Jennifer Lucas
The Lynn family has been extremely
generous to Lynn University in the
past. Some major contributions include
$2.5 million to build a new dormitory
(opened in the fall of 1991), $500,0_00
to build a health and fitness center mside of the new dorm, funds to build
and furnish the "University Club,"
funds to build the Lynn Student Center, and funds for various scholarship
programs. Mr. Gerald Carville, Executive Vice President of LU, says that
the Lynns are major community assets
in their support not only to this institution, but also to FA U, the Boca Raton
Community Hospital, the YMCA, Hospice by the Sea, and the Center for
Group Counseling. "The Lynns were
our very first contributers," said Mr.
Carville.
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